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Power spectral analysis using the maximum entropy method is

applied to the estimation of depth to the source of magnetic anomalies.

The method assumes that the source is two-dimensional and has a

magnetization with random intensity. The predictive ability of the

maximum entropy technique permits analysis of short segments of data

in order to resolve short wavelength variations in source depth. The

method does not require knowledge of susceptibilities or the magnetic

declination and inclination. An application of the method to theoretical

data and observed marine anomalies over the Peru-Chile trench yields

encouraging results. SpecificaUy, for the eastern margin of the Nazca

plate, analyses generally indicate a continuous magnetic basement

extending into the subduction zone. The basement is shallow seaward

of the trench axis and deepens as the plate approaches the convergent

margin. This apparent deepening is postulated to be due to the
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thickening of the oceanic crust and the deterioration of its magnetiza-

tion, possibly caused by the compressional disruption of the basaltic

layer Landward of the trench axis the depth estimates indicate

possible uplift of the oceanic material into the lower slope of the

continental margin.
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DETERMINATION OF DEPTH TO THE MAGNETIC BASEMENT
USING MAXIMUM ENTROPY WITH APPLICATION

TO THE NORTHERN CHILE TRENCH

INTRODUCTION

Automated techniques for the determination of depths to

magnetic sources have been developed extensively in recent years.

These techniques generally involve magnetic profiles but differ,

depending on the assumed source. Deterministic techniques

(Nabighian, 1972, 1974) assume two dimensional prismatic sources of

polygonal cross section with uniform magnetization. An analytic

function is generated whose real part is the horizontal derivative of

the field profile and whose imaginary part is the vertical derivative.

Such a function consists of a finite number of simple anomalies cor-

responding to the corners of the polygons. The locations of these

corners are determined with operations on the analytic function.

This model is also used in iterative techniques which attempt to fit the

observed magnetic profile by automated adjustment of assumed source

configurations. Statistical techniques, on the other hand, assume

sources of random intensity distributed over two dimensional surfaces

at depth.

Although the latter approach cannot be expected to have the

resolution theoretically achievable by analysis carried out on

individual anomalies, it can lead to the determination of reasonable
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depth values to major units of magnetic sources. In particular, the

statistical approach may sometimes be preferable, because more than

one anomaly can then be used to determine depths to magnetic struc-

tures. Also, the inevitability of noise resulting from the acquisition

process makes the analyses of individual anomalies less reliable for

all practical concerns. Types of noise include navigational errors

and external sources (e.g. , diurnal variations and magnetic storms).

Noise can also arise from geological sources such as shallow inter-

bedded sediments and volcanics overlying a deeper crystalline base-

ment. The shallow sources contribute a high wavenumber noise

component to the basement anomaly.

Serson and Hannaford (1957) first used a statistical approach to

determine the source depth. They calculated the theoretical autocor-

relation function of the total field anomaly assuming there is an

uncorrelated distribution (see Appendix I) of monopoles and vertical

dipoles at some distance z below the observation line. The source

depth z is then simply obtained from the autocorrelation function by

(Phillips, 1975)

J
1 (1)1/(x)-1

where z is the depth to the top of the magnetic source, and (x)

is the normalized autocorrelation function. Recent studies

(Gudmundsson, 1966; Bhattacharyya, 1966) indicate that the power
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spectrum is simply related to source depth. Spector and Grant (1970)

developed a depth-determination method which matches two-

dimensional power spectra of observed data with corresponding

spectra obtained from a theoretical model. Their model assumes

that an uncorrelated distribution of magnetic sources exists at a num-

ber of discrete depth intervals in the geologic column.

The approach of Spector and Grant (1970) requires the

availability of gridded magnetic data, from which two-dimensional

power spectra are computed for depth analysis. These spectra are

also functions of the magnetic inclination and declination. Treitel

and others (1971) developed a depth determination technique which

utilizes single profiles. They assume that there is a single uncor-

related distribution of infinitely long magnetic line sources at a depth

z below the profile of observation and that these line sources

approximate the effect of a magnetically susceptible basement over-

lain by layers of sedimentary rocks. Their approach is independent of

the magnetic declination and inclination.

Unfortunately, statistical techniques are used primarily to

obtain source parameters averaged over large regions. This restric-

tion has been largely due to the poor response of the conventional

autocorrelation or power spectral estimators in the presence of highly

non-stationary data. Phillips (1975) suggested the use of an uncon-

ventional estimation method which provides reliable autoco rrelation
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coefficients from very short data sets. This is the maximum entropy

method developed by Burg (1967, 968). By using an adaptive approach

to obtain maximum entropy autocorrelation coefficients, Phillips was

able to achieve source resolution comparable to that of non-statistical

techniques.

In this paper we extend the method of Treitel and others (1971)

by using maximum entropy to estimate power spectra. To these

estimated spectra, we fit theoretical spectra which depend on the

depth to the magnetic source. Because of the predictive ability of

maximum entropy, short segments of data can be used for each depth

calculation so that the method presented here can resolve short

wavelength changes in source depth.

We shall begin by developing the mathematical basis of the new

method. Then we shall apply the present technique to a set of

theoretical and observed magnetic intensity data and compare results

obtained with the new method with results from Phillips technique.

The observed profiles are from recent surveys of the Peru-Chile

Trench.



THEORY

We shall assume that the magnetic source is two dimensional

and represented by a horizontal layer of finite thickness, extending

infinitely in the x and y directions (Figure 1). Further, we

shall assume that the profile is measured in the x direction and

that x is perpendicular to the strike of the structure. Inside the

layer the magnetic intensity of the model is allowed to vary only

with ,c.

The observed magnetic anomaly profile h(x) for such a model

can be represented by the superposition of anomalies produced by

horizontal planar sources within the layer. If we consider a horizon-

tal element with infinitesimal thickness dw (see Figure 2), then

h(x) can be expressed as

h(x) h(x)dw (2)

where h(x) is the magnetic anomaly due to a planar source at

depth w, z is the depth to the top of the layer, and t is the thick-

ness of the layer. The magnetic anomaly for a magnetized plane is

given by the convolution of the magnetization m(x) with the impulse

response of the plane g(x) (Blakely and Cox, 1972), i. e.



z
Figure 1. The schematic representation of a two-dimensional

horizontal layer of infinite extent in the x and y dimensions.

h(X)

z

'4

dw

z+t

Figure Z. The spatial geometry for deriving the total field anomaly
h(x) produced by the model in Figure 1. h(x) can be rep-
resented by the superposition of anomalies produced by
horizontal planar sources of thickness dw within the layer.
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(1+00

h (x) = \ m(u)g (x-u)du . (3)W W

Combining Equations (2) and (3), we obtain

z+t +00

h(x) $ m(u)g(x-u)dudw (4)

Applying the Fourier convolution theorem, that two functions

convolved in the space domain and two functions multiplied in the

wavenumber domain are transform pairs, and assuming that the

Fourier transforms of h(x), m(x), and g(x) exist, we arrive at

z+t
H(k) M(k)G (k)dw (5)W

z

where H(k), M(k), and G (k) are the Fourier transforms ofw

h(x), m(x), and g(x), respectively and where k is the wave-

number in the x direction. Since the magnetization is invariant in

the vertical direction, Equation (5) can be rewritten as

and where

H(k) M(k)G(k) (6)

(I z+t
G(k) G (k)dw (7)w

z



is the wavenumber response of a horizontal layer. Notice that G(k)

is a function of the depth to the top of the layer.

The power spectrum of the magnetic intensity can be obtained by

squaring its Fourier amplitude spectrum. If we let P(k) be the

power spectrum of h(x), it can be expressed by

12_ 2 2P(k) = I

H(k)
I

M(k)
I

G(k) (8)

In general, the power spectrum of the magnetic source
I

M(k) 2 is

not known. We shall assume, therefore, that the magnetic distribu-

tion rn(x) is uncorrelated (see Appendix I) so that its power

spectrum is a constant, say C. Hence, Equation (8) becomes

P(k) CIG(k)12 (9)

The assumption of uncorrelated magnetization is not

unreasonable. Observation of remanent magnetic directions and

intensities have indicated a certain degree of randomness, even when

measured along the same stratigraphic horizon (Phillips, 1975). Also,

a recent study by Puranen and Qthers (1968) over a 1200 square-

kilometer exposed shield area in Finland has shown that the measured

susceptibility values of some 4700 samples of igneous rock follows a

roughly log-normal distribution.

To complete the development of the basic relation (9), we

require an expression for G(k).



Wavenumber Response of a Horizontal Layer

In order to derive an expression for G(k) we must obtain

G(k), the wavenumber response of a horizontal plane. To aid in

this derivation, we define the following notation:

I, D Inclination and declination of the regional magnetic

field.

I , D Inclination and declination of the source magnetization.m m
S Azimuth of the strike of the magnetic body.

It is convenient to introduce notations for the effective

inclinations I' and I'm

-1 sinlI' = tan cos I sin(S-D)
(10)s in I-1 m )]I' = tan cos I Sifl(S_Dmm m

and for the effective magnitudes F' and M'

F' sin I'
(11)sin I

M' m
sin I'm

Effective inclinations and magnitudes are those observed after

projecting the regional field vector and magnetization vector onto a
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plane perpendicular to the strike of the source.

The wavenumber response of a horizontal magnetic sheet at

depth w is given by Blakely and Cox (1972)

-wikiG (k) = -ZirIklF'M'e (cos B - I sgn k sin B) (12)
w

where B I' + I' , and where sgn k is the sign function definedm
by (Bracewell, 196S, pp. 6 1-62)

k<0
sgn k zj

L+1

Substituting expression (12) for G(k) in (7) and carrying out the

integration we obtain

-zIk -(z+t)klG(k) -Z1TF'M'(cos B - i sgn k sin B)(e -e ) (13)

Equation (13) is the wavenumber response of a horizontal layer.

Depth Formula

Substituting Equations (13) into Equation (9) yields

P(k)Ae2(letH)2 (14)

where A 4ir2F'2M'2C. Equation (14) depends on the depth to the

magnetic layer z and thus provides a means of estimating the

I-
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source-depth from a measured profile. Since the estimation of the

empirical spectrum is generally done digitally, it is appropriate to

express Equation (14) for digitized profiles. Let such a profile be

represented by a series of N equispaced magnetic intensity values

h. (h1,h2, . hN) and let the uniform sampling increment be

x. The power spectrum will then be estimated at the sequence of

wavenumbers k. given by

k. , I = 0, 1, . . . ,M (15)
1 MAx

where kM = ir radians /sampling increment is the Nyquist wave-

number (Blackman and Tukey, 1959, p. 32). The digital representa-

tion of Equation (14) is then

-Zzk. -tk.iZP. = Ae 1(1-e ) (16)
1

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of (16) yields

tk.
ln P. = ln A - Zzk. + 2 ln(1-e 1) (17)

There are three unknowns in Equation (17): A, z, and t.

Since the number of field points M is generally much larger than

three, the problem is over-determined (i.e. , there are more

equations than unknowns). The problem is, however, much simpler
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if we treat t as a known parameter. Then, rearranging (17) leads

to a set of M+1 equations and two unknowns, i. e.,

-tk.
in A - Zk.z = in P. - 2 ln(l-e '), i 0, 1,.. . , M (18)

A solution for z can be obtained using the least square method and

the details of the derivation are given in Appendix II. The final

expression for z is

M M

Li' k.Li'
i=0 i=0

- Mk.c.
M M

Mk
-tk.

where c. (1/2) in P. - in(l-e 1).

(19)

The range of values for the depth extent t of a given source

is restricted by a number of geological and geophysical considera-

tions. For example, the Curie temperature of most rocks is reached

by a depth of several tens of kilometers, thus placing an upper limit

on t. Also, studies on the magnetization of oceanic crust indicate

that the major portion of magnetization is due to magnetic materials

confined to an even thinner layer, on the order of 500 meters (Bott,

1967; Parker and Huestis, 1974; Talwani and others, 1971). For

other applications, if the majority of the bodies in an area extend to
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such depths that their bottoms cannot be discerned clearly through the

observation window (i. e. , the survey gate), t becomes so large that

the second term on the right of Equation (18) becomes negligible, thus

reducing (18) to

in A - Zk.z = in P.,
1 1

For this special case a plot of in P.

with slope equal to -Zz.

i=O,1,...,M (20)

versus k. is a straight line

Equation (19), applied to power spectra estimated from anomaly

profiles, provides a means of determining the depth to the layer.

In finding power spectra, it is desirable to use the smallest possible

number of data points in order to maximize resolution, and maximum

entropy fulfills this requirement..
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MAXIMUM ENTROPY SPECTRAL ESTIMATION METHOD

Until recently, more conventional spectral estimation methods

were based on the approach of Blackman and Tukey (1959). In this

approach, the samples of the autocorrelation function are estimated

from the data, weighted, and Fourier transformed to obtain an

estimate of the power spectrum. The introduction of the Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) (Cooley and Tukey, 1965) has made estimation

methods based on the periodogram (Jones, 1965) more popular.

These direct methods estimate the spectrum, using the squared

magnitude of the transform of time-series data. Either the magnitude

squared is averaged for different samples of data or the magnitude

squared is smoothed in the frequency domain to get a stable estimate

of the spectrum.

All of the usual methods of spectral analysis make rather

unrealistic assumptions about the extension of the data outside the

known interval: the Blackman and Tukey approach assumes a zero

extension to the data, whereas the periodogram assumes a periodic

extension. Also, these methods require window functions which are

independent of the data or the properties of the random process which

is analyzed. This window function relates the average estimated

spectrum to the true spectrum. One main difficulty with these

methods is that the window does not depend upon the true spectrum.
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Another problem, particular for this study, is the gate-length

(i. e., the sample length used in estimating the power spectrum). In

estimating the change in the power spectrum of a long series of non-

stationary data, we would like to make the gate-length as short as

possible in order to detect short wavelength changes in the spectral

quality of the data. On the other hand, better spectral estimates are

found with long gate-lengths. We are thus faced with a trade-off

between high resolution and good spectral estiniates. Restrictions due

to the poor response of conventional power spectral estimators, as

mentioned earlier, have resulted in determination of values averaged

over large regions. Specifically, previous attempts to determine

depths to magnetic sources from isolated profiles have yielded a

'single1 value for an entire length of the magnetic profile (Treitel and

others, 1971). Hence, undulations of the basement surface having

periods equal to or less than the profile length could not be detected.

A new method, the maximum entropy method (MEM) developed

by Burg (1967, 1968), has considerable advantages over the usual

methods. Unlike conventional methods, the MEM does not require a

fixed window function, and is especially valuable when the length of

available data might be limited. (The amount of data might be limited

because phenomena can be considered stationary only over limited

intervals of time, or because data can be collected only over a fixed

time interval, or both.) Also, in contrast to previous methods,
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Burg's method makes no assumption about the extension of data

samples. Rather, it generates a unique filter based upon information

contained within the available data. This filter, known as the predic-

tion error filter (PEF), if applied to the data, would "whiten" the

input data samples, i. e. , produce an uncorrelated sequence. Since

the spectrum of an uncorrelated series is a constant, the spectrum of

the input is proportional to the reciprocal of the power response of the

filter.

To illustrate how the MEM operates, consider a discrete time

series x. From stochastic theory (Kanasewich, 1975, pp. 357,

358), any nondeterministic stationary stochastic process can be

represented by a moving summation:

00

x b y , b = 1 (21)t L st-s
s0

The sequence is white noise with zero mean and variance

Note that Equation (21) is the convolution of bt and

The inverse of the moving average process is the deconvolution

= , a = 1 (22)
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The parameters a may be regarded as the coefficients of a

whitening filter. Burg (1968, 1970) showed that these coefficients can

be computed without requiring either a zero or periodic extension to

the data. Qualitatively, this procedure involves minimizing the power

output of a finite prediction error filter that is run over the data, but

not off the data, in a forward and backward manner. The length of

the filter should not exceed that of the time series. More detailed

treatments of this procedure have been given by Burg (1970), Ulrych

(1972), and Kanasewich (1975).

Once the appropriate filter is determined, the power spectrum

of the time series can be estimated using the theorem in time series

analysis that the power spectrum of the output from a linear system is

obtained by multiplying the power spectrum of the input by the square

of the modulus of the frequency response function of the system

(Jenkins and Watts, 1968, p. 227). The power spectrum of band-

limited white noise is simply the variance of the noise divided by its

bandwidth. Hence, if we consider the convolution (21), P(k), the

power spectrum of x, is given by

where

P(k) (cr2/ZfN)IB(k)12 (23)

00

B(k) b exp(-2iriskx), b = 1 (24)Ljs os0



tx is the sampling interval, and is the

Nyquist frequency l/(2t). Since B(k) =

or,

P (k) =x

o/ZfN
P (k) =

IA(k)12

cr/MN

1+a exp(-2inkx)

ii:]

(25)

In practice, P(k) is estimated using a finite length of the prediction

error filter a . It will be shown below that the shape of P (k)t x

depends on the number of terms in this filter. More detailed discus

sions of MEM are given by Lacoss (1971) and Kanasewich (1975).

Previous experiments and applications of the MEMhavedealtwith

random processes containing one or more periodic components which

were to be resolved (Lacoss, 1971; Ulrych, 1972; Ulrych and others,

1973; Chen and Stegen, 1974; Denham, 1975). In this paper we will

attempt to extend the application of the MEM to a more general type of

random process, namely, the magnetic pattern of distant sources in

order to determine their depths. Our application of maximum entropy

differs from previous work in that the expected spectrum of a mag-

netic anomaly produced by uncor related sources is smooth and without

spikes (see Equations (9) and (13)).
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TEST OF THE METHOD ON THEORETICAL DATA

The depth determination method was applied to magnetic

intensity profiles generated from theoretical models in order to test

its accuracy and resolution. The general model employed was a

one-kilometer thick, horizontal layer with uncorrelated magnetization.

Figure 3 shows some specific spectral estimates of this artificial data

using the maximum entropy technique. For each example of Figure

3, the total number of data points is 101 and the sample interval is

2 km. The estimates are for 4-, 10-, 14-, and 18-term prediction

error filters, respectively. An unsmoothed spectral estimate

obtained by using the Fast Fourier Transform technique is also shown

for comparison. The theoretical spectrum was calculated without con-

sidering the values of the effective inclination and declination. Their

effect would be to shift the spectrum vertically, and hence, no change

would be made on the shape of the spectrum. The superiority of the

maximum entropy spectral estimates (MESE) relative to the conven-

tional Fourier transform is self evident.

The quality of the MESE, however, varies with the number of

terms of the prediction error filter (NPEF). The resolution is relatively

poor for short prediction error filters (Figure 3, A). As the number

of terms in the filter increases resolution improves but spurious

spikes appear (Figure 3, D). For filter lengths of the order of the
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Figure 3. Spectral estimates of theoretical data using maximum entropy method. NPEF is the number of terms
in the prediction error filter.
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length of the input time series, maximum entropy spectrum

approaches that determined with the FFT. Such results have also

been observed by other investigators (Chen and Stegen, 1974; Ulrych

and Bishop, 1975) who found that too short a length for the filter

results in a highly smoothed estimate, obviating the resolution advan-

tages of the MEM, whereas an excessive length introduces artificial

detail into the spectrum.

A problem of the MEM is the subjective choice of an optimum

length of the prediction error filter. This was recently discussed by

Ulrych and Bishop (1975). They applied the statistical work of Akaike

(1969, 1970) to the MEM and found that, for predictive deconvolution

and spectral estimation, the optimum filter length may be found

objectively by monitoring the final prediction error (FPE). This is an

estimate of the mean square error in prediction (i. e. , the prediction

variance) expected when a predictor, calculated from one observation

of a process, is applied to an independent observation of the same

process. Choosing the filter length for which the FPE is a minimum

gives the best mean-square compromist between bias and variance

errors in the filter. The filter so obtained is the optimum for spectral

estimation. Ulrych and Bishop (1975) found that this criterion works

very well with the MEM, but they indicate that not all processes

may exhibit a clear minimum in the FPE. For such cases a limit on

the length of the prediction error filter of half of the data length must
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be imposed. More details are given by Ulrych and Bishop (1975) and

Fryer and others (1975). For the analysis of data in this study a

filter length of 10 was chosen based on empirical observations since

the application of the FPE would be a task beyond the scope of this

study.

Another problemwith the MESE is that they generally deviate from

the theoretical spectrum at very small and very large wavenumbers

(see Figure 3). The extent of this deviation also depends on the num-

ber of terms of the prediction error filter: being the greatest for the

short filter and decreasing with an increase in the length of the filter.

It has been observed that the divergence of the estimates from the

true spectrum is of greater extent near the Nyquist frequency (wave-

number) than at small wavenumbers. This problem may be alleviated

by excluding both ends of the spectral estimates when fitting them to

Equation (19). A criterion for such a spectral cutoff would be to omit

portions of the spectral estimates at large wavenumbers where esti-

mates fail below a certain percentage, say 1%, of the spectral peak.

At small wavenumbers, where the deviation from the theoretical

spectrum is less critical, one can generally exclude the portion prior

to the observed spectral peak.

The quality of maximum entropy spectrum also depends on the

sample length. Figure 4 shows the spectrum of the magnetic profile

of Figure 3 obtained using a sample length of 30 data points and a
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filter length of 10. A major change observed is the shift of the

spectral peaks with different sample lengths. Previous studies of

MEM have also shown shifts in spectral peaks with variations in the

number of data samples (Chen and Stegen, 1974). The quality of the

spectrum generally degrades with decreasing sample length. This is

in accord with Chen and Stegen's (1974) observation that for very short

data lengths the poor resolution and the instability (spurious detail)

are a trade-off.

Depth estimates of the same profile used in the experiment of

Figure 3 were obtained using a 4l-point gate. The sequence of points

is advanced by one point after calculation of each estimate till the

entire data is used. The results are shown in Figure 5. The esti-

mates generally converge on the true value with a maximum error of

15%. Since each estimate is an average for the entire sample length,

variations in the magnetic basement with wavelengths of the order of

the gate-length or smaller cannot be detected. Also, since the

magnetic effect at each location is the superposition of effects from all

locations, we are faced with an averaging effect inherent in analysis

of magnetic data. It would be ideal if the magnetic effect due to each

locality could be isolated from effects of other locations. This is

physically impossible and mathematically unrealizable. Alterna -

tively, we can employ an adaptive filter which maximizes the magnetic

effect due to each location for the purpose of depth-determination. We
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have tried this and find that such filtering produces transients in the

results, yielding unacceptable depth estimates. The cause of the

breakdown is not known. It could be due to the type of the filter used,

computational procedure employed, or both. Experiments with dif-

ferent filters might be desirable to enhance the applicability of such a

technique.

A perfectly uncorrelated magnetic distribution is only an ideal

model which is not often observed. To more accurately model the

magnetization of oceanic crust, we tested the method on data gener-

ated from hypothetical crust with 11 magnetic reversals and with 50%

white noise added. The location of the magnetic reversals were

randomly chosen to conform with the random distribution of the

reversals of the geomagnetic field (Cox, 1968, 1969). Depth estimates

for such a model are shown in Figure 6. The estimates are con-

sistently deeper than the true depth but the systematic deviation lies

within 25% of the true depth. This is due to the fact that if the

magnetization is correlated, its power spectrum is no longer constant,

and this increase in the value of the power spectrum would result in

the steepening of the spectral curves. This in turn would yield deeper

estimates. Phillips (1975) also indicates that the autocorrelation

analysis would yield deeper estimates if the magnetic distribution is

correlated.
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The final test of the method was made on a step model with

random intensity magnetization. The model is a one-kilometer thick,

horizontal layer with a two-kilometer vertical offset in the middle of

the layer. The magnetic profile for this model contains ZOO data

points obtained at a uniform sampling increment of 1 km. The intent

of such a test was to examine the response of the method to depth

changes in the magnetic basement. Depth estimates for such a model

are shown in Figure 7. Figure 7a are depth estimates determined with

the entire spectrum whereas 7b is estimates made by excluding the

highest wavenumbers. In the former case, the estimates for the

deeper basement are consistently shallower than the actual depth,

whereas estimates for the shallow basement agree quite reasonably

with the true value. Note that the estimates near the offset in the

basement become unstable, and that these spurious results occur on

the side of the deeper basement. This is believed to be due to the

non-s tationarity effect caused by the abrupt offset in the basement.

Since the magnetic effect of shallow sources of equal intensity prevail

over that of deeper basement, this effect is observed over the deeper

sources. In the latter case, the estimates for the deeper basement

improved and the estimates for the shallow basement still converge

reasonably well. Empirical tests, such as described in Figure 7,

indicate that abrupt offsets at depths of 3 km can be resolved within

about 20 km.
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The above discussions indicate that the present depth

determination technique can be applied to empirical data with reason-

able results. In regions where some correlation in the magnetic

distribution is suspected, interpretation of the results should be made

taking into account the fact that the estimates would be generally

deeper than the true depth. Unstable results may occur near regions

of abrupt offset in the basement. If the magnetic basement is

extremely irregular no valid results may be obtained other than an

average value for the entire basement under investigation. However,

if the undulations in the basement have wavelengths of the same order

(or larger) as the window, the method might detect such undulations

with reasonable accuracies. It might seem appropriate to express

the limitations of the technique quantitatively. However, as regional

conditions vary greatly with locality, such an attempt would not be

fruitful. Instead, other geological and geophysical considerations

should serve as constraints in interpretation of the results of such a

method.
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APPLICATION TO MARINE ANOMALIES OVER THE
PERU-CHILE TRENCH

Magnetic anomalies from the northern Chile Trench were

analyzed using the present depth estimation method and the auto cor-

relation technique of Phillips (1975). The data used in this study

were collected by the research vessels YAQUINA of Oregon State

University (OSU), the OCEANOGRAPHER of the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the MELVILLE of Scripps

Institution of Oceanography. The collection of this data was sponsored

by the National Science Foundation as a part of the International

Decade of Ocean Exploration Nazca Plate Project involving joint

investigations by the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, NOAA, and OSU.

The profiles analyzed in this paper traverse the area between lati-

tudes 23°S and 31°S, and longitudes 70°W and 75°W (Figure 8).

Geologically, the Chile Trench is a part of the longer

Peru-Chile Trench which is a narrow tectonic feature closely paral-

leling the entire west coast of South America. Island-arc-like tectonic

features, volcanism, and orogeny associated with the trench have

identified it as a major zone of convergence between an oceanic and a

continental lithospheric plate. Studies of earthquake mechanisms

(Isacks, 1970; Stauder, 1973, 1975) indicate that between the equator

and the Chile Rise the oceanic Nazca plate underthrusts the South

American continent. The rate of convergence of the Nazca plate
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relative to South America is estimated to be 10 cm/yr (Minster and

others, 1974).

Geological and geophysical investigations of the Peru-Chile

trench prior to the concept of plate tectonics provided a very general

picture of this margin (see Hayes (1966) for example). Recent concen-

trated field studies as a part of the Nazca Plate Project, however, are

providing a detailed description of the Nazca plate-South American

plate interface Investigations now completed indicate a more complex

tectonic process for the subduction zone than previously suspected

(Kulm and others, 1973; Prince and others, 1974; Prince and Kuim,

1975; Hussong and others, 1975a,b; Whitsett, 1975). The analysis

undertaken here is an attempt to investigate the nature of the subduc-

tion process as it affects the magnetic properties of the ocanic crust.

Magnetic Anomalies

The magnetic patterns in the eastern Pacific Ocean basin have a

sea-floor spreading origin (Vine and Matthews, 1963) and date the

crust adjacent to the trench between latitudes 23°S and 31°S as

approximately 50 MY old (Herron, 1972; Hayes, 1974). In Figure 9,

the anomalies are shown plotted along the trackline. Although the

anomalies are most complex in this area, correlation has been

attempted as shown by the dashed lines. Herron (1972) suggested

that these anomalies outline a fossil ridge which apparently trended
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N 1O°W when it ceased spreading. Our observation of the magnetic

anomalies adjacent to the trench indicate that the older magnetic

anomalies trend even further to the west, approximately N 30°W

(Figure 9).

The amplitudes of these sea-floor spreading magnetic lineations

become rapidly attenuated upon crossing the trench axis, as also

observed by Hayes (1974). Studies for other areas have indicated that

this attenuation in amplitude cannot be explained solely by the increase

in depth of the descending oceanic crust beneath the continental

margin (Hayes, 1974).

Depth to magnetic basement was determined from seven of the

longest profiles, labeled A through G in Figure 8. The results, using

both the new method and the method of Phillips (1975) are shown in

Figure 10. The value of the log-power spectrum at zero wavenumber

(i.e., D C bias) and those at larger wavenumber that fall below 1% of

the spectral peaks were excluded from the calculations. The thick-

ness assigned to the oceanic magnetic layer was 1 km based on

seismic refraction studies of the oceanic Nazca plate (Hussong and

others, 1975a). The autocorrelation analysis technique of Phillips

(1975), on the other hand, assumes infinite thickness.

The results from both methods generally indicate that, seaward

of the trench axis, the magnetic basement lies near the observed

topography (Figure 10). This agrees with seismic refraction studies
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on the Nazca plate which suggest a very thin (less than 200 meters)

sedimentary layer lies atop the magnetic layer (Hus song and others,

1975a). As the plate approaches the subduction zone, the magnetic

basement deepens. Seismic reflection studies of this region, how-

ever, do not indicate the thickening of layer 1 (i. e. , the sedimentary

layer) approaching the continent, so that the basaltic surface of layer

2 (i.e., the magnetic layer) is not deepening (Schweller, 1976).

Apparently the spectral depth estimates near the seaward trench-slope

are deeper than the actual basement. This would result if the actual

thickness of the magnetic layer is larger than the assumed value of

1 km. The increase in thickness required to raise the estimates to

their expected level is, however, larger than physically possible

because of temperature constraints. Alternatively, the shallow base

ment that Schweller (1976) has described near the trench slope may

have lost part of its magnetization because of tectonic disturbances so

that the more important magnetic sources are deeper. Since a thick-

ening layer cannot be distinguished from a deepening source, we

cannot decide on the best answer. In fact, the observed deepening

may be a combination of both effects.

The thickening of the oceanic crust would require the presence

of horizontal compressional stresses. The presence of a compres-

sional stress regime was suggested by Mendiguren (1971) who

determined a dip-slip model with an east-west-oriented horizontal
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pressure axis for a shallow shock in the middle of the Nazca plate.

Studies of other mid-plate earthquakes recorded elsewhere in the

world indicate similar results (Sykes and Sbar, 1973). Also, recent

studies of the Nazca plate show compress ional faulting of the oceanic

crust prior to the subduction in the Peru-Chile Trench (Hus song and

others, 1975b) and wide-angle seismic reflection profiling of the

Peru Trench suggest the thickening of the oceanic crust as it plunges

beneath the continental slope (Goebel, 1974). Therefore, general

thickening of the oceanic layer is a definite possibility.

The compressional stress regime may also be the cause of the

demagnetization of the magnetic material because of disruption of the

basaltic layer. This would be true despite indications that the sea-

ward slope of the trench is under tension (Schweller, 1976). Ten-

sional stresses are also seen in other areas but are confined only to

small regions along the line of flexure and only to the uppermost skin

of the bending lithosphere (Hussong and others, 1975b). Attenuation

of the magnetic anomalies in other trenches are attributed to the

demagnetization of the crust by tectonic processes (Grow and Mudie,

1973).

Another way to demagnetize downgoing magnetic material is by

heating of the descending slab. This idea is rejected on the basis of

thermal studies which indicate that the downgoing slab maintains its

temperature and rigidity to great depths (McKenzie, 1969: Minear and
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Toksoz, 1970a,b; Toksoz and others, 1971). Heating due to friction

would also be negligible at shallow depths (Turcotte and Schubert,

1973). Hence, demagnetization due to heating to temperatures above

the Curie temperature of the magnetic material would be unlikely.

Therefore, in regions where the increase in depth-to-source cannot

alone explain the attenuation of the magnetic anomalies, tectonic

deformation would most likely be the cause. Such attenuations are

accentuated upon crossing the trench axis where the opposing plate

motions cause the reversal of the stress types to compressional

within the upper oceanic crust (Schweller, 1976).

The depth estimates for the regions underlying the continental

slope (i.e., east of the trench axis) are generally scattered and less

reliable since the amplitudes of the anomalies are lower. Where

estimates are obtained, they are within the toe of the continental

margin. Since the continental rocks in this area have very low

magnetic susceptibilities (Mordojovich, 1974), it is believed that the

magnetic effect observed over the continental slope is due to sources

with an oceanic origin. This implies penetration and possible uplift

of oceanic material into the continental slope. Such uplifts of oceanic

material have been suggested for regions further north (Prince and

Kulm, 1975; Hussong and others, l975a). Also, geophysical investi-

gations of the continental shelf off Western Guatemala suggest

presence of high density block in the lower slope which may be a
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melange of sediments and oceanic basement (Woodcock, 1975). This

is further supported by the fact that there are no high wavenumber

components in the observed magnetic anomalies to indicate the pre-

sence of shallow interbedded sediments within volcanics. Neverthe-

less, other geophysical considerations are required to determine if

crustal rupture and uplift of this magnitude actually occur in this

region.

Overall, the magnetic basement is observed to be a continuous

feature with no major discontinuities except for the mid-plate irregu-

larities observed in the profiles C, at approximately 100 km from the

trench, and in profile D, at approximately 70 km from the trench. The

apparent discontinuities in those profiles are located 75 km east of a

structure which exhibits magnetic features typical of a seamount

(Figure 9). The amplitudes of the magnetic anomalies observed over

this feature are approximately twice as large as the average value

for the magnetic pattern of the adjacent basin. This suggests that this

feature is younger than the surrounding basin and may be the result

of mid-plate volcanism. Such tectonism would cause the disruption

of the oceanic basaltic layer upon their formation, but since those

offsets are observed some distance from the proposed seamount,

their relation to such tectonism is not certain. It is possible that the

prevailing magnetic effect of the seamount causes a shift in the

location of the apparent discontinuities. In that case, the actual
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offsets, if any, would be much closer to this feature than indicated.

An alternative eicplanation would be that there is a gap in the mag-

netization of the oceanic crust. But again this would require some

type of mid-plate tectonism as it would be unlikely that the oceanic

layer did not acquire remanent magnetization at the time of its

formation.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the past, spectral analysis of magnetic profiles has been

restricted to areas of little topographic expression and, in general,

has been used to look only at source parameters averaged over large

regions. This restriction has been largely due to the poor response of

the conventional power spectral estimators in the presence of non-

stationary data. The proposed method of depth-to-basement calcula-

tion applies Burg's maximum entropy method to the estimation of

power spectra. The advantage of this technique is to permit analysis

of short segments of data in order to detect short wavelength changes

in the spectral quality of data. Results indicate that abrupt offsets at

a depth of 3 km can be resolved within a lateral distance of approxi-

mately 20 km.

The quality of the maximum entropy spectral estimates, however,

generally degrades with decreasing data length. This results in a

trade-off situation between high resolution and good spectral estimates.

Particularly, when the theoretical power spectrum is not known, there

is no means, a priori, of determining the optimum gate-length. For

such cases, other geological and geophysical considerations should

serve as constraints in the interpretation of the results. Comparison

with depth estimates obtained using other techniques may also be used

to determine the validity of the results of this method.
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The application of the method to theoretical data and marine

profiles from the Peru-Chile trench has yielded encouraging results.

For the eastern margin of the Nazca plate, they generally indicate a

continuous magnetic basement extending into the subduction zone.

The basement is shallow seaward of the trench axis and deepens as

the plate approaches the convergent margin. This apparent deepening

is postulated to be due to the thickening and the deterioration of the

magnetization of the oceanic crust caused by the compressional dis -

ruption of the basaltic layer. Landward of the trench axis, the depth

estimates indicate possible uplift of the oceanic material into the

lower slope of the continental margin.

The maximum entropy method provides substantial improvement

in the resolution of statistical techniques for the analysis of magnetic

data. Further quantitative analysis is required to enhance the

applicability of such methods. Recent advances in spectral analysis

based on the final prediction error statistic of Akaike (1969, 1970) may

provide such a means.
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APPENDIX I

Uncorrelated Distribution

For any magnetized body, the magnetization can be

approximated by dividing the body into a large number of cells each

having a lumped magnetization vector in the th cell. We

shall assume that ii.'s are unidirectional but of random intensity

such that

E{m.} = m
1 0 for all i's (A.I.1)

2 2E{(m.-m ) }
1 0

where E indicates the expectation value, m0 is the mean, and

o is the variance. The i.'s are uncorrelated if
1

E{(m. -m )(m. -m )} 6.1 (A. I. 2)
1 0 3 0 13

where 8.. is the Kronecker delta function
13

0 ilj
6.. = (A.I.3)
13 .

1 ij.
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APPENDIX II

As stated earlier, Equation 17 has more linear equations than

unknowns. In such cases it is usually impossible to find a set of

solutions which satisfy all of the equations. One must resort to

methods which yield solutions which approximately satisfy all the

equations (Ciaerbout, Waveform Analysis, unpublished manuscript,
-tk.

1970). Let a (1 /2) in A, and c = (1/2) in P. in (1 -e 1),

i = 0, . . . , M. Then the matrix representation of Equation 17 is

1 -k c
0 a 0

(A.u.1)
1 cM M

where a and z are the unknowns. Usually there will be no set

of (a,z) which exactly satisfies (A.II.1). Let us define an error

vector e. by

1 -k c e0 a 0 0
- = (A.II.2)

1 kM CM eM]

An equivaient representation of (A.II. 2) is

1 -k0
1

e0

a = : (A.II.3)
cM kM eM



If B, X, and e represent matrices containing the coefficients,

unknowns, and the errors, respectively, (A. II. 3) can be abbreviated

by

BX = e
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(A. 11.4)

The matrix X which makes the error vector as short as

possib]e is our desired solution. The length of the error vector is

E = eTe = e + e +.. . + e = (A. II. 5)

where e is the transpose of e (see Wiley, 19 , p. 415).

Using (A. II. 4), the error F can be expressed by

where

F = eTe = (BX)T(BX) = XT(BTB)X (A. II. 6)

-CO .. cM
BTB 1 ... 1

-c0 1 -k0

1 kM
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M M M

:k.c.

M M M

- 1 k.

M M M

k.c. -k.

r11 r12 r13

r21 r22 r23

r31 r32 r33

= R (A.II.7)

Note that R is symmetric, i.e., r.. r..,. Therefore, using

(A. II. 6) a different representation for E would be

1

F [1 a z][R] a (A.II.8)
z

To find the X with minimum F, we require (DE/aa) = 0,

and (aE/az) 0, i.e.,

1 0
o aE/aa = [0 1 0][R] a + [i a z][R] 1

z 0
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1 0
0 aE/8z = [o 0 1][R] a + [i a z][R] 0 (A. 11.9)

z 1

Since R is symmetric, both terms on the right of each equation in

(A.II.9) are equal. Hence, we can re-write (A.II.9) by

1

o z[o 1 O][RJ a
z

1

o z[o 0 1][RJ a (A.II. 10)
z

Combining the two expressions in (A.II. 10) and expressing R

in terms of its components, we obtain

Frzi r22 r231 a

]

0

j

(A.II. 11)
ii

Eo1
z 0r31 r32 r331

[or, liiir22 r23
ii a (A. II. 12)
lizi

I ILr32 r33 -r3

which is a simple problem of two equations and two unknowns. The

final expression for z is thus

M M M

C. k. - M k.c.
i0 i0

M
i=0 (A.II. 13)M 2

Mk -( ki)
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APPENDIX III

Program MAGDEPTH

MAGDEPTH is a FORTRAN IV program which uses maximum

entropy spectral analysis to estimate depth to magnetic basement

from evenly sampled magnetic profiles. The average value and the

regional trend have to be removed from the data before processing by

this program.

Inputs to the program are:

LABEL: output identification.

ND: the number of data points in the profile.

DX: the sample interval.

NX: the gate-length. The choice of NX is critical as it
determines the resolution desired and the quality of the
results. A starting value may be half the profile length
(i.e., ND/2), but a minimum of 30 should be imposed
as spurious estimates might result if a smaller length
is employed. If only an average value is desired, NX
should be set equal to ND.

NPEF: the number of terms in the prediction error filter. A
reasonable range for NPEF is between 10 and 15.

DT: the assumed thickness of the model. The choice of DT
is not critical as the results vary little for large changes
in DT.

NFIRST: the first value of the Ln-power spectrum to be used in
the calculation.

PERCENT: the high frequency spectral cutoff. The value of PER-
CENT is determined by the fraction of the spectral peak
excluded from the calculation. e.g., 1% = .01.
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The program also requires the following control statements:

EQUIP, 1 = input filename (i. e., magnetic data)

EQUIP,2 = FILE

SAVE, 2 = output filename

EQUIP, 17 LP

LABEL, 17/ your name

The formats in which the magnetic profile is to be read from

and the output is to be written are (5(8X, F8. 0)) and (10F7. 2), respec-

tively. They can, however, be modified if desired.

At the output stage, the depth estimates are printed and stored.

An example of input/output procedure and the program are listed

below.
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#EQUIP , 1 *MOD1

#EQUIP,2=FILE

#SAVE ,2=TESTF lIE

#EQIJIP,1 7=LP

#LABEL, 1 7/HASSANZADEH

#FORTRAN, I=MAGDEPTH , R

NO ERRORS FOR MAGDEPTH

NO ERRORS FOR MEPS

NO ERRORS FOR NORBRT

NO ERRORS FOR BURG

NO ERRORS FOR LEVIN

NO ERRORS FOR DEPTH

RUN

ENTER LABEL, FORMAT(10A8)

DEPTH ESTIMATES FOR MODEL 1

ENTER INPUT PARAMETERS,(15,F1O.5,215,F1O.5,15,F1O5)

51 2. 41 9 1. 5 .01

END OF FORTRAN EXECUTION



DEPTH ESTIMATES FOR MODEL 1.

STATION LOCATION ANOMALY DEPTH .0

1 0 -260
2 2.000 -371+

3 1.00fl -277
4 6.000 -21
5 8.000 140
6 10.000 98
7 12.000 -70
8 14.000 -263
9 16.000 -278

10 18.000 -109
11 20.000 95

12 22.000 239
13 24.000 270
14 26.000 211
15 28.000 21.6

16 30.000 266
17 32.000 335
18 34.000 304
19 36.000 38

20 38.000 -241
21 40.000 -265
22 42.030 -203
23 44.000 -132
24 46.000 -17
25 48.030 16
26 50.000 17
27 52.000 26
28 54.300 -1.0

29 56.000 45

30 58.000 147
31 60.000 180
32 62.000 31
33 64.000 -33
34 66.000 -182
35 68.000 -141
36 70.300 -89
37 72.000 -41
38 74.600 110
39 76.030 238
40 78.000 265
41 80.000 162
1+2 52.030 -41+
13 84.000 -209
44 56.000 -270
45 8.000 -271+

46 9C.000 -29q
47 92.000 -343
15 94.000 -253
49 96.000 -'+3

50 98.000 65
51 100.000 59

5.70
5.70
5.56
5.81.
5.93
5.84
5.87
5.79
571+
5.63
5.1+9
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PROGPA*I MAGOEPTM
REAL X (1O0),flT,LABE1UG),XXt1Ca0),XAt10tQ),fJ(1000),s(iQ00)
WRITE( E,1, 100)
PEAD (SQ, 101 ) LA DEL
WRITE( t7,10IJLABEL
l4RITE( ,1, 102)
PE Ar) 0, 10 3) ND, DX, MX , NPEF, DI, NFIRST ,PERCENT
WRITECJ1,103)NO,DX,NX,NPEF,OT,NFIRST,PERCENT
REA0(1,l0.)(XA(I),II,NO)
PECEN T=-ALOG (PERCENT)
P1=3.1.15927
DK=P 1 C DX FL OA I (N X-1) )

IP=MX/ 2+1
N M ND - N X F 2

IER=O
(=0

1 DO 1C t=1,NX

10 X(I)XA(J)
CALL 'IEPS(X,MX,S,NPEF,IER)

CALL )EPTH(S,DK,OT,tJ, IP,NFIRST,PEPCENT,NX)
IF(K.GE.NE)GO 10 99
GO 101

99 (ONT1NUE
DO 8R I=1,Nt)

88 XX (I)=FLOAT(I-1) OX

IN2NNF1
I N 3 HX / 241

WRITE( 17,105)
WRITE(1.7,106)(I,XX(I),XA(fl,I=1,IN1)
WRITECI7,107)(I,Xx(fl,XA(I),D(1),I=1N3,NM)
wRrTE(17,1a6)(r,x(Il,xa(r),I=IN2,N0)
WRtTF(2,1))(D(I),I=IN3,NN)

100 FOtMAT(XETE? LABEL, FOR'AT(10A8)t)
101 FOPIAT(1O45)
102 FOMAT(X,tENTER INPUT PAPAMETEPS,(I5,Fj0.5,2I5,FjO.5,I5,Ft0.5))
103 F3MAT(I5,Fj0.5,2I5,F10,,I5,F10.5)
104 FORMAT(5(X,F.0))
105 FO'iAT (X,tSTATjOh1,5X,LOCATION,5X,tANOMAL'U,5X,CEpTi,/)
jcJ, F0r1AT(3X,T3,5X,F.3,9X,F8.D)
107 FOMAT(X,I3,5X,F.3,5X,F8,O,4X,F6.2)
108 FORHAT(10F7.2)

STOP
END



SUDRDUTINE t1EPS(,NX,S,NPEF,TEP)
PEAL X(t000),C(i000I ,EP(100IJ) ,EM(t000),A(t000),S(1000)

C
C . . . . . . . . . . . S S S S S S I -. I S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S

C
C SUDROUTINE MEPS FINDS THE MAXIMUM ENTROPY POWER SPECTRUM
C O A REAL TIME SERIES.
C
C INPUTS...
C x - THE TIME SERIES ARRAY.
C MX - THE LENGTH OF TWE TIME SERIES
C NX - DESIRED LENGTH OF THE POWER SERIES.
C NPEF - THE LENGTH OF THE PREDICTION ERROR FILTER.
C 1OTE THAT NPEF MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO NX.
C
C OUTPUTS..

C S - POWER SPECTUM ARRAY WITH LENGTH MX.
C MOTE THAT S(NX) IS THE POWER SPECTRUM AT THE
C MYQUIST PEQUENPEFY AND S(1) IS THE POWER SPECTRUM
C AT 7EO FREQtJEWPEFY.
C IER- IcNoEF.GT.NX)IER=1. OTHERWISE, IER=Q
C
C WRITTEN 3Y PICK BLAKELY -- COMPLETED AUGUST 15, 1974
C LIST MOOIFICATIOt4S BELOW WITH DATES.
C
CSSSSS S. S 555S 55155555515SS ...S..... S S S S S 55S5S
C
C -- CHEC< FOR ERROR
C

H
IF(NPF.LE.NX)GO TO 40
I E = I

4%) CONTIMUE

C

C -- CALL 'JURG FOR REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS C
C

CALL 3UPGtMX,X,NPEF,C,EP,EM)
C

C -- CALL LEVIN FOP PREDICTION ERROR FILTER
C

CALL LEVIN(C,NPEF,A)
C
C -- CALL NORI3RT FOR POWFR SECTRUM OF FILTER
C

CALL MOPBRT(A, NPEF,DX,S,NX)
C
C -- FIND NORMALI7ING POWER
C

00 20 I1,MX
20 °=P+X(t)2

P=P/LOAT (MX)
00 30 I=2,1PEF

3%) P=P'(j.-C(I)42)
C
C -- INVERT SPECTUM AND SCALE
C

oo to t=I,NX
10 S(I)=D/S(I)

PETURM
ENI
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SU0JTINE NO0RT(X,NX,flY,,NV)
REAL X(10ii),(1CU0) ,A(t'.Q!3)

C
C AUT000REL4TE THE INPUT
C

00 10 I=1,t'IX
10 A(I)J.

00 2 I=1,NX
NNNX- 1+1
flO 20 J1,MN
IPJM1= I+J-1

20 A(J)=A (J)iX(I) X(IPJMj)
C

C COSINE T.4NSFOPM 4UTOCORREL4TION
C

00 30 I1,N'Y

00 40 K2,NX
ARG=3.1.L+1S9255FLOAT(I-1)'FLOAT(K-1)/(FLO4T(NY-t))

40 S(I)S(I)+A(K) C0S(ARG
30 S (I) (1) +2.S (I)

RETURN
ENO
SU3ROUTINE BIJCG (LX,X,LC,C,EP,EM)

C
C GIVEN TIME SERIES X(1...L) GET REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS
C C(1...LC)
C

DIMENSION X(1000),EP(i000),EM(1000),C(i000)
00 10 I=1,LX
EM(I)X(I)

10 EP(I)(I)
C(1)-i.
00 30 i2,LC
DEN=0.

OP 1=0.
00 20 tzJ.,LX
IMJ°1I-J+1
0EtI=0EN+EP(I)EP(I)+EM(IMJPl)EM(TMJPl)

20 flPM=DP4+EP(I)EM(IMJP1)
C(i) =! flPM/0EN
00 30 1J,LX
EPIEP (I)
IMJPI=I-J+i.
EP(I)EF(I)-C(J) EM(I'1JP1)

30 EM(IMJPI)EM(tMJPIJ-C IJ)EPI
RE TUP '1

F NO
SUORO'JTINE LEVIM(C1NPEF,A)
PEAL (1t3),A(j000)
A(1)I
00 t3 J2,MPEF

LI
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(J)0.
J$1=(Ji 1)/2
00 10 11,JH
JM tPt=J- II1
BOT=4( JMI°i)-C' (J)A (I)
A(I)4 (I)-C(J) A(JMIP1)

10 A(iP1Ii)BOT
ETU

F N)
SIJBROJTINE OEPTH (S,t3<,0T,O, IP,NFIRST,PERCENT,NX)
DEAL S (iO00),(1000) ,C(100(J)
flO 1 r=UFT?ST,UX
S(IF4LOG(S(I))
IF(S(t),IE.(S(NFIRST)-PERCENT))GO TO 2
COTI'IUE

2 NMAX=t
PSUM=.
S U 1= C.

CSUM=0.
sUM'=o.
M 4 M - N F I ST + 1

no 5 INFIST,NM4X
ARG=i. -EXP(-0TI.04T (I-1)0K)
C(I)=-ALOG(ARG)f.5S I)
SUM=SU '1+FLOAT (I )C (I)
CSUM=SUM+C(I)
SUrIT=SUMI+FLOAT (I)

5 SUM3Ut1+FL0AT(I)FL0AT(I)

Ip=Ipf 1
RETIJ''1

ENJ




